
STATEMENT OF WORK TO ANALAYZE NAIROBI’S WINE AND DISTILLED 

SPIRITS MARKET 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Good prospects exist for U.S. wines and distilled spirits in the Kenyan market.  Between 2015 

and 2019 (pre-Covid-19), the value of wine, beer, and spirits imported into Kenya grew at an 

annual compound growth rate of 16 percent.  The demand will likely continue to grow due to a 

growing middle class with rising disposable incomes and changing tastes and preferences.  In 

addition, Kenya has a modern food service sector, and a significant number of wines and spirit 

shops, bars and clubs within the major urban centers.  Kenya’s strategic location in East Africa 

makes it a trade hub in the east and central African regions.   

 

Due to different purchasing power amongst consumers, the choice of alcoholic drinks in the 

market varies widely, ranging from low-priced drinks to those that are more expensive.  

Generally, for most Kenyans, wine and distilled spirits are premium products.  U.S. wines 

compete with low-priced wines from South Africa, France, Italy, and Chile while U.S. distilled 

spirits will compete with spirits from the United Kingdom, Tanzania, France, and United Arab 

Emirates.   

 

PURPOSE/OBJECTIVE 

The purpose of this Statement of Work (SOW) is to identify a contractor to conduct a detailed 

analysis of Kenya’s wine and distilled spirits’ market, focused on the Nairobi market.  The 

information, data, and market intelligence gathered will assist USDA Kenya to compile market 

reports/briefs, and to carry out activities that will increase U.S. market share of wine and distilled 

spirits in the Kenyan market.   

 

THE ISSUE/PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

USDA Kenya seeks the services of a contractor to conduct a detailed market analysis of Kenya’s 

wine and distilled spirits market.  There is inadequate market information, knowledge, and 

intelligence to help expand U.S. market share of wine and distilled spirits.  Hence, the need for 

an in-depth understanding of the market conditions, operating realities, and the opportunities 

available.   

 

The contractor should be able to provide a report with a detailed analysis of the following issues 

in Nairobi area: 

 

1. Market Overview: Define the current status of Kenya’s wine and distilled spirits market, 

and explain how the market has evolved over the years from a country that principally 

consumed beer. Provide an overview of the market size ($value), market dynamics and 

trends, strengths and market opportunities, challenges (weaknesses and competitive 

threats), and projected growth. Describe the market structure in terms of annual sales for 

the last calendar year available, number and type of outlets , ownership (local/foreign), 

and the expected growth rate in Nairobi.   
 

2. Gauge consumer profile: Provide a full description of consumers of wine and distilled 

spirits.  What are the different consumer segments based on demographics, income 



levels/purchasing power, and location?  What are their needs, expectations, behavior and 

purchasing power? Are they B2B and/or B2C customers?  What are their tastes, 

preferences, and consumption patterns?  What drives them? 
 

3. Assess potential for U.S. wines and distilled spirits: Conduct a qualitative and 

quantitative assessment of the market opportunities for wine and distilled spirits in retail, 

hotels and restaurants sector.  What U.S. wines and distilled spirits are there in the 

Kenyan market? Provide a list of prospects for wines and distilled spirits in highest 

demand based on growth trends and the following product characteristics: 
• Already in the market with good sales potential 
• Imported from world 
• Imported from United States 
• Not present in significant quantities with strong sales potential 
• Not present due to trade barriers 

 

4. Analyze the current market: Explain how the wine and distilled spirits market functions 

in Nairobi. Describe the best market entry approach for new-to-market suppliers.  Provide 

a list of key importers and/or distributors of imported wine and distilled spirits including 

their company profiles, and the key distribution channels.   
 

5. Determine promotion potential and build awareness of U.S. wine and distilled 

spirits: Provide guidance on how to make U.S. wine and distilled spirits visible in the 

market.  Identify opportunities for e-commerce, partnerships with local companies, 

virtual events, etc. 
 

6. Conduct competitive threat analysis: Define competitors selling similar products and 

determine if they are local or imported, and from which countries, if imported.  Describe 

the competitor’s positioning, strengths, and weaknesses. Describe other products that 

compete with wine and distilled spirits.  
 

7. Define import requirements for U.S. wine and distilled spirits: Identify government 

requirements which affect access for U.S. wine and distilled spirits.  Explain which 

import tariff rates affect these products and how they compare with other countries.   
 

8. Identify constraints for U.S. imports: Explain which challenges exist for importing 

U.S. wine and distilled spirits and the best approach to address these challenges.   
 

9. Additional Information: 
• Provide charts of key issues, imports of wine and distilled spirits, or competitive 

situation, when possible and/or applicable.   

• Provide links and references to additional material, if applicable, for information that 

the reader can access.   

• Consult frequently with USDA Kenya staff.   

 

PLACE OF PERFORMANCE 

Nairobi. 



 

TASKS/DELIVERABLES  

USDA Kenya requires the contractor to do the following:  

1. Provide a detailed bid and include a detailed work plan which includes project 

methodology, activities, and costs.   

2. Update USDA Kenya on progress at regular intervals and flag any issues as they emerge.   

3. Submit a draft report on market findings which includes marketing strategies; 

4. Conduct a virtual presentation of the findings to USDA Kenya (and industry players - 

U.S. suppliers of wine and distilled spirits and/or related cooperators/trade 

associations); 

5. Design flyer, set up platform, and send out invitations for virtual presentation to U.S. 

suppliers of wine and distilled spirits, and other interested parties; 

6. Incorporate comments from the virtual presentation; and  

7. Submit the final report to USDA Kenya office.   

 

EXPECTED OUTCOMES/PROJECT TIMELINE (2-3 MONTHS)  

USDA Kenya recommends the following schedule: 

1. Early December to middle February 2022: Initial research with frequent check-ins with 

USDA Kenya to answer questions as needed. USDA Kenya may participate in some 

interviews. 
2. Late February 2022: Preparation of initial draft of market assessment. 
3. March 15th, 2022: Submission of first draft to USDA Kenya. 
4. March 15th - April 15th, 2022: Review of iterative drafts of assessment. 
5. April 15th, 2022: submission of final assessment to USDA Kenya and virtual presentation 

of findings to U.S. exporters and other interested parties. 

QUALITY ASSURANCE AND SURVEILLANCE PLAN (QASP) 

Embassy Nairobi will notify the CONTRACTOR in writing of any performance deficiencies 

within 24 hours of the observation.  The CONTRACTOR is obligated to respond to such 

notifications in writing within 24 hours and provide a proposed remedial action.  In the event of 

any repeated deficiency, the CONTRACTOR must provide the response and remediation 

proposal.  The CONTRACTOR, not Embassy Nairobi, is responsible for project management 

and quality control to ensure the terms of the contract and the intent of the project proposal 

(attached) are sufficiently achieved.  Embassy Nairobi’s role is to monitor project quality and 

ensure that the CONTRACTOR achieves the project proposal objectives.   

 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS  

Payment will be made after completion of the project. The contractor will keep USDA Kenya 

fully aware of progress being made towards achieving results by target deadlines and any 

difficulties that may arise. This will be done through regular check-ins with USDA Kenya and 

the development of appropriate management tools such as Gantt charts. The contractor will 

record all applicable information regarding the project in accordance with USDA reporting 

guidelines. The contractor will submit a full plan of work with key deadlines to USDA Kenya at 

the beginning of the project. The project’s total cost should include the market research, time 

covered to present findings, costs related to the virtual presentation event, and compiling the 

report.   


